ABRF – Your Source for Continuing Professional Development in Uncertain Times

With most university research activities resuming and core facilities reopening, many ABRF members will be fully engaged to create new operating procedures and policies for their labs. While finding the time for continuing education may be challenging, ABRF members can access content from prior meetings and resources our Corporate Partners any time.

Archived education programs are available from the ABRF Annual Meetings from 2009-2020, along with the full text of the Journal of Biomolecular Techniques from 1999 – present. Whether you need to check on recent research developments or confirm the findings of a study from several years ago, ABRF can help you answer your questions.

The ABRF GenomeWeb series includes timely sessions highlighting methods, techniques, and instrumentation that support life science research. Nearly 25 programs are available for on-demand viewing on the ABRF home page.

ABRF’s Corporate Partners have also shared access to recent seminars and publications they have produced in response to the COVID-19 crisis, which are available on the COVID-19 resources page.
Engaging with your core facilities colleagues is as easy as posting your question or request to the ABRF Discussion Forums.

If you do not find resources that you are looking for, feel free to contact us to see how we might able to help.

Thank you for your continued participation in ABRF.
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